Day care

‘Working poor’ may receive county help

By VALERIE DROGUS

To Panther Lake
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By LYNN KEEBAUGH
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THE FEDERAL WAY WOMEN’S NETWORK, which marks its fifth anniversary at
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Feathery victims will return to sky

My extremely limited knowledge of sea birds has taught me that they've been coming for four days at Ocean Shores helping with the bird rescue. I've also had the memorable experience of seeing a wide variety of people at their current jobs.

The media have reported the bird rescue details, but for me, there are some individuals who left an impression. I'll start with some photographs.

Frank Oisen (Retired)

"I like it. You've got a lot of people who are handicapped and can't vote, just to vote, like, you're a guy who has to take care of people who might be away and unable to go to the polls. You've got all these different situations." (Flight Attendant)

Lori Boland (Flight Attendant)

"I think it's a really good idea. More people will respond when they are aware of some of the facts of what they're actually going to be voting for." (Flight Attendant)

Martha Hasperis (Flight Attendant)

"I think it's a really good idea. More people will respond when they are aware of some of the facts of what they're actually going to be voting for." (Flight Attendant)

Norine Nitzel (Sales)

"I think it's a really good idea. More people will respond when they are aware of some of the facts of what they're actually going to be voting for." (Sales)

Street Talk: Is a mail-in ballot for incorporation a good idea?

A story more important than Bundy

Mike Robinson

"I don't hear what she might wish, but I got something better. She saw through me, and saw that I'm a nobody. Neither do I care. I just want to feel important. You look down at me and think, 'Who is this?' You're the story. The story is you." (Student)

Joaquin Puesco is a longtime Federal Way resident. He is a talented artist, and a member of the board of the Federal Way Library.

Every morning of your life you see that face. You have forgotten the feelings of newness you had as a child. Now you can overcome the fear of the ordinary and simply relish the beauty of the every day." (Student)

Lori Boland (Flight Attendant)

"I think it's a really good idea. More people will respond when they are aware of some of the facts of what they're actually going to be voting for." (Flight Attendant)

Nola Nash (Student)

"A mail-in ballot is good, yes. A lot of people can't get out to vote. This way you'll get a better response." (Student)

Skip Potter (Sales)

"I think you would. I think you'd get a better response, more people. You'd get a better representation of voters." (Sales)

Letters welcome

The Federal Way News/Community News welcomes your letters. Please include your name, address and phone number and the name of the general neighborhood in which you live should you have any questions. We reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, length and style. We do not publish anonymous letters and will withhold authors' names only when the situation warrants it.

For more information call 692-0700 or 927-4355.
Network leaders claim long stretch of success

Continued from A-1

The network takes no stand on an issue, chooses not to make available information on many of them. The goal is to give network members a chance in their community and committees.

Going from strength to strength, said the Federal Way Business Association, which now has 11 networks as of March.

Although charter members still press some issues, most are not legislative goings-on. That's a drawing card for new members and a source of pride for longtime networkers.

"After all, there are late in the meeting, and that might be a problem," said Hayek, attorney.

Which underscores the fact that there is a woman's organization that tells women what to do, and not concerned only with how they can help retain at least a woman's organization.

Women's Network, write to P.O. Box 364, Federal Way, Wash. 98063.

The voter's pamphlet will also contain a copy of the wording on the ballot and a 250-word description written by the King County Franchise, said Ron Bruce, superintendent of elections.

The precinctor's statement is designed to explain what the ballot means in ballots.

McLaughlin stressed, it's step.

Parents who receive auditors' statements, sometimes may choose any approved school. The nonprofit group may choose to have start dates, but are not guaranteed placements.

The goal is to get parents on board to help school-age children in their children are choosing public school districts to help the city and port vote to approve the levy in the next two years.

We're back into this thing," he said.

Port to study bridge questions

Continued from A-1

Since the resolution was introduced, some citizens and public officials have contacted City Hall about the items in the resolution, and none of them have responded.

"We're not sure if we're doing the right thing," Mayor Koerner said.

Muffler Brake Air Conditioning

FEDERAL WAY
42nd Pacific Hwy. S. 3400 Pacific Hwy. S. 839-5918 824-4955

1 MUFFLER 2 BRAKE 3 RADIATOR 1 AIR CONDITIONING

FREE ESTIMATE 914-222-3471 in service for major indicated: no quotations guaranteed.

Female legislators, not by the king county council for the issue.

The resolution may be introduced in the city council and port commission for its final decision, as the issue is not resolved at this point, the King

County may subside day care

Continued from A-1

lack of information about the Federal Way plan, according to one of the county's day-care centers.

The proposal must be introduced in the city council and port commission for its final decision, as the issue is not resolved at this point, the King

Monday thru Friday 10 am-9 pm
Saturday 10 am-6 pm
Sunday 12 pm-5 pm

ACROSS FROM MOVIES-TO-GO

ORDER TO-GO

Hand-Dipped

Hand-Dipped

RETAIL: $25.99

SALES TAX INCLUDED

DOUBLETREE HOTELS

SEATTLE

838-7571

DAVID ALLEN

FURNITURE & INTERIORS

3211 Pacific Hwy. S. Ste. Federal Way
874-4774

DOUBLETREE HOTELS

STANLEY • PARKVIEW • Pennsylvania House

Table & Lamp Sets • Cushions • Pillows

Hand-Dipped

Hand-Dipped

COMPLETELY

RETAIL: $29.99

SALES TAX INCLUDED
Panther Lake wins DARE derby

ACCIDENT WITNESSES Sought by police

King County police traffic accident investigators are looking for anyone who may have witnessed an accident involving a police car Friday, Jan. 20.

This incident occurred near the intersection of 136th St. South and South 228th Street, about 10:45 a.m. on Jan. 20.

Deputy turned in a 10-10 p.m., on South 228th Street at Seventh Avenue South, southeast from a person who may have been involved in an accident.

Although Panther Lake is the very first DARE school in King County DARE officer, it is the only school in operation for the year.

Sunnycrest Elementary School is one of the three Kentallen schools in the DARE program.

The DARE program is a means to get a sample of DARE officers to students.

The program will come to

Federal Way.

The Phases center will be

Federal Way.

Federal Way Chamber of Commerce will hold its 18th Annual Meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Educational Service Center, 31405 18th Ave. S. For more information call 838-2605 or 927-2556.

The Federal Way Chamber of Commerce will hold its 18th Annual Meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Educational Service Center, 31405 18th Ave. S. For more information call 838-2605 or 927-2556.

The Federal Way Chamber of Commerce will hold its 18th Annual Meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Educational Service Center, 31405 18th Ave. S. For more information call 838-2605 or 927-2556.
The Gators knocked off seventh-ranked Eagles night for Federal Way, as the times, I don't know if they've Jerome Collins in regards to Fr­ us was our kids exploited their games to go. playoff spot with only three third place. A victory by the Sunuiier Tuesday in a battle for dings.

one game of third-place Sumner shooting powered the Eagles play coupled with some pinpoint basketball team dropped a 69-

just kind of played it out." vantage the rest of the night maintained a sizable ad­

JASON SCHMIDT had a big and 2-14 overall, while Rogers record to 1-10 in league play

I thought both teams came to upright the first half," said Eagle head coach Chuck Cotton. "I've felt all along Decatur was the best team around." The Gators pulled into a tie for the third-place Sumner shooting powered the Eagles play coupled with some pinpoint basketball team dropped a 69-

By TIM CLINTON

The Thomas Jefferson girls' gymnastics team made history as the South Puget Sound League district rivals Federal Way and Decatur, the Federal Way's SPSL North League boys' basketball team dropped a 69-

The Rams built up a 20-10 lead in the first quarter, while Jefferson had only two points at that point. The Gators pulled into a tie for the third-place Sumner shooting powered the Eagles play coupled with some pinpoint basketball team dropped a 69-
Campus Green II Condominiums

PRIVACY GREAT WEST CAMPUS LOCATION
Near: Shopping, Busline, Sea-Tac, Hospitals, Recreation, Restaurants, ALL MODERN APPLS. & TVD.

FOR SALE OR RENT
VA OR FHA 2 5% Finance Avail. See Show Unit 12-E

1 & 2 Bdrm. Condo Units 520 5th Pl. So. Call: 874-0385

For Details

WOODY'S SETTING MIRROR/WOODS MANOR
4-Plex Design 1 & 2 bdrm. units.

Amenities Include:
- Four scoring fireplaces
- Walk-in/pantry
- Balcony
- Extra storage
- Covered parking
- Close to shopping

941-8048 31700 3rd. Pl. S.W.
Pacific Beherman Development

ON THE GREEN Apartments
If a county club & golf environment is what you're looking for, THE GREEN has it all. Comfortably. Lovely 1 & 2 bdrm. apartments with excellent amenities. Please call for time & enter our drawing. FREE TRIP TO HAWAII Limited Time Only: 927-9430/587-2436 MT TACOMA FEDERAL WAY AREA

300 300
Announcements

302 Lost

400 499
CALL FOR EXPERT

410 Painting

415 Electrical

420 Plumbing

425 Carpentry

430 Appliance Repair

440 Handy Person

500 Services For Seniors

600 Services For Seniors...

700 Home Improvement

800 Tree Services

900 Yard Services

1000 Boating

1100 Golf

1200 4-H Activities

1300 Home Defense

1400 Security Alarm Systems

1500 Lawn Service

1600 Landscape Materials

1700 Landscape Services

1800 Nature Study

1900 Sporting Events

2000 Fun Times

2100 AV Services

2200 Classical Music

2300 Concerts

2400 Opera

2500 National Gifts

2600 Science Museum

2700 Art Events

2800 Home Improvement

2900 Home Improvement

3000 Home Improvement

3100 Home Improvement

3200 Home Improvement

3300 Home Improvement

3400 Home Improvement

3500 Home Improvement

3600 Home Improvement

3700 Home Improvement

3800 Home Improvement

3900 Home Improvement

4000 Home Improvement

4100 Home Improvement

4200 Home Improvement

4300 Home Improvement

4400 Home Improvement

4500 Home Improvement

4600 Home Improvement

4700 Home Improvement

4800 Home Improvement

4900 Home Improvement

5000 Home Improvement

5100 Home Improvement

5200 Home Improvement

5300 Home Improvement

5400 Home Improvement

5500 Home Improvement

5600 Home Improvement

5700 Home Improvement

5800 Home Improvement

5900 Home Improvement

6000 Home Improvement

6100 Home Improvement

6200 Home Improvement

6300 Home Improvement

6400 Home Improvement

6500 Home Improvement

6600 Home Improvement

6700 Home Improvement

6800 Home Improvement

6900 Home Improvement

7000 Home Improvement

7100 Home Improvement

7200 Home Improvement

7300 Home Improvement

7400 Home Improvement

7500 Home Improvement

7600 Home Improvement

7700 Home Improvement

7800 Home Improvement

7900 Home Improvement

8000 Home Improvement

8100 Home Improvement

8200 Home Improvement

8300 Home Improvement

8400 Home Improvement

8500 Home Improvement

8600 Home Improvement

8700 Home Improvement

8800 Home Improvement

8900 Home Improvement

9000 Home Improvement

9100 Home Improvement

9200 Home Improvement

9300 Home Improvement

9400 Home Improvement

9500 Home Improvement

9600 Home Improvement

9700 Home Improvement

9800 Home Improvement

9900 Home Improvement

10000 Home Improvement

10100 Home Improvement

10200 Home Improvement

10300 Home Improvement

10400 Home Improvement

10500 Home Improvement

10600 Home Improvement

10700 Home Improvement

10800 Home Improvement

10900 Home Improvement

11000 Home Improvement

11100 Home Improvement

11200 Home Improvement

11300 Home Improvement

11400 Home Improvement

11500 Home Improvement

11600 Home Improvement

11700 Home Improvement

11800 Home Improvement

11900 Home Improvement

12000 Home Improvement

12100 Home Improvement

12200 Home Improvement

12300 Home Improvement

12400 Home Improvement

12500 Home Improvement

12600 Home Improvement

12700 Home Improvement

12800 Home Improvement

12900 Home Improvement

13000 Home Improvement

13100 Home Improvement

13200 Home Improvement

13300 Home Improvement

13400 Home Improvement

13500 Home Improvement

13600 Home Improvement

13700 Home Improvement

13800 Home Improvement

13900 Home Improvement

14000 Home Improvement

14100 Home Improvement

14200 Home Improvement

14300 Home Improvement

14400 Home Improvement

14500 Home Improvement

14600 Home Improvement

14700 Home Improvement

14800 Home Improvement

14900 Home Improvement

15000 Home Improvement

15100 Home Improvement

15200 Home Improvement

15300 Home Improvement

15400 Home Improvement

15500 Home Improvement

15600 Home Improvement

15700 Home Improvement

15800 Home Improvement

15900 Home Improvement

16000 Home Improvement

16100 Home Improvement

16200 Home Improvement

16300 Home Improvement

16400 Home Improvement

16500 Home Improvement

16600 Home Improvement

16700 Home Improvement

16800 Home Improvement

16900 Home Improvement

17000 Home Improvement

17100 Home Improvement

17200 Home Improvement

17300 Home Improvement

17400 Home Improvement

17500 Home Improvement

17600 Home Improvement

17700 Home Improvement

17800 Home Improvement

17900 Home Improvement

18000 Home Improvement

18100 Home Improvement

18200 Home Improvement

18300 Home Improvement

18400 Home Improvement

18500 Home Improvement

18600 Home Improvement

18700 Home Improvement

18800 Home Improvement

18900 Home Improvement

19000 Home Improvement

19100 Home Improvement

19200 Home Improvement

19300 Home Improvement

19400 Home Improvement

19500 Home Improvement

19600 Home Improvement

19700 Home Improvement

19800 Home Improvement

19900 Home Improvement

20000 Home Improvement

20100 Home Improvement

20200 Home Improvement

20300 Home Improvement

20400 Home Improvement

20500 Home Improvement

20600 Home Improvement

20700 Home Improvement

20800 Home Improvement

20900 Home Improvement

21000 Home Improvement

21100 Home Improvement

21200 Home Improvement

21300 Home Improvement

21400 Home Improvement

21500 Home Improvement

21600 Home Improvement

21700 Home Improvement

21800 Home Improvement

21900 Home Improvement

22000 Home Improvement

22100 Home Improvement

22200 Home Improvement

22300 Home Improvement

22400 Home Improvement

22500 Home Improvement

22600 Home Improvement

22700 Home Improvement

22800 Home Improvement

22900 Home Improvement

23000 Home Improvement

23100 Home Improvement

23200 Home Improvement

23300 Home Improvement

23400 Home Improvement

23500 Home Improvement

23600 Home Improvement

23700 Home Improvement

23800 Home Improvement

23900 Home Improvement

24000 Home Improvement

24100 Home Improvement

24200 Home Improvement

24300 Home Improvement

24400 Home Improvement

24500 Home Improvement

24600 Home Improvement

24700 Home Improvement

24800 Home Improvement

24900 Home Improvement

25000 Home Improvement

25100 Home Improvement

25200 Home Improvement

25300 Home Improvement

25400 Home Improvement

25500 Home Improvement

25600 Home Improvement

25700 Home Improvement

25800 Home Improvement

25900 Home Improvement

26000 Home Improvement

26100 Home Improvement

26200 Home Improvement

26300 Home Improvement

26400 Home Improvement

26500 Home Improvement

26600 Home Improvement

26700 Home Improvement

26800 Home Improvement

26900 Home Improvement

27000 Home Improvement

27100 Home Improvement

27200 Home Improvement

27300 Home Improvement

27400 Home Improvement

27500 Home Improvement

27600 Home Improvement

27700 Home Improvement

27800 Home Improvement

27900 Home Improvement

28000 Home Improvement

28100 Home Improvement

28200 Home Improvement

28300 Home Improvement

28400 Home Improvement

28500 Home Improvement

28600 Home Improvement

28700 Home Improvement

28800 Home Improvement

28900 Home Improvement

29000 Home Improvement

29100 Home Improvement

29200 Home Improvement

29300 Home Improvement

29400 Home Improvement

29500 Home Improvement

29600 Home Improvement

29700 Home Improvement

29800 Home Improvement

29900 Home Improvement

30000 Home Improvement

30100 Home Improvement

30200 Home Improvement
Raider wrestlers pin Eagles in SPSL finale, 31-21

BY CHUCK LONGRIO

Senior guard Karen Mingus showed the way through the match, before being downed at 14 seconds to go in the first regular season finale for both Jeffers-son and Federal Way.

The lead then grew to 25-12 when Jef-ferson's Pete Parsons scored a reversal at 138 pounds. Parsons, allowed an escape by Federal Way's Matt Peters, was in the process of getting back in the match when he downed Peters on a 3-0 pin.

Jefferson's Pete Parsons scored a reversal with 6 seconds left to go in the 138-pound match, allowed an escape by Federal Way's Matt Peters, and was in the process of getting back in the match when he downed Peters on a 3-0 pin.
Enjoy Oat Bran's wholesome flavor in tasty, high-fiber muffins baked fresh daily at your neighborhood Safeway. Eating Oat Bran every day as part of a health-conscious diet can lower an adult's level of cholesterol.

Sensible eating and regular exercise are good habits for a healthy heart... and that can mean a healthier you! Our new muffins make a nutritious, high-fiber breakfast for people on the go. Oat Bran, the healthy way to start your day!

Oat Bran: Blueberry • Banana Nut • Apple Cinnamon • Raisin

**JUMBO** 4 For **$2.49** **REGULAR** 6 For **$1.99**

Prices are effective Jan. 29 - Feb. 7th at your Safeway Bake Shop only!